ADVANCED REPORTING
Assess + Analyse + Plan

Advanced Reporting gives you the ability to customise standard reports and to create
new ones that meet your organisations reporting needs and requirements.
As standard: Within SPM Assets™ Software’s Core System you receive a standard set of reports
for properties, components, quality standards, work orders and lifecycle analysis. These all follow
a common application selection criteria, within fixed formats, and can be viewed on screen, or
downloaded as .csv or .pdf files.
Advanced and Customisable: Advanced Reporting gives you a range of additional reporting
options. For a start, you can pick from a list of special reports that have been built over time to
provide for specific views of the data – these are likely to reduce the need to extract the data and
manipulate it in Excel where outcomes can become lost. If you need more specific reports tailored
to your data set and needs are required, we can configure these for you and they become
available to all users where appropriate. This approach means that you can also gain the value of
other client’s reports and they gain the value of yours.
Dashboards and Presentation Frames: Where the
standard reporting does provide general access to high level
graphical views of the data collected and results from the
various analysis, Advanced Reporting goes to another level.
It provides the ability to add and remove frames from the
dashboards, drill down to extract specific reports from these
frames, and to create new frames specific to your needs.
The range of choices is only limited by your needs.
Just like any other report: Once the reports are
established they can be applied just like any of the other
standard report. If you also deploy the Advanced Security
Module you can alter individual user security settings so
they can only view the reports they are required to read.

“Produce the
data that is
important to
you in a way
that is easy to
extract and
easy to read”

Reporting is the main function used by ‘read only’ users, so
it is very important that the information presented here is
easy for the non-technical user to access and makes sense within your operational environment.
This is why dashboards and presentation frames are so valuable – they provide easy to understand
information directly to any user instantly.
Where a number of standard reports are readily available, the SPM Assets support team is
available to create specific reports and dashboards that are aligned with your data and user needs.
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Increase the level of data
integrity: It also gives you the
ability to report on the data
integrity
associated
with
the
property assessment process that
is specific to your key factors. You
can use a range of predefined
reports and create your own, to
check or validate the resulting data
against benchmark figures to
identify those illusive outliers e.g. if
every property requires a fire
extinguisher then non-compliant
properties can be quickly isolated.

Key benefits



Dashboards and presentation frames will change the way you see assets – they will help
you tell your compelling story to the organisation and Executive Users.




Choose from a list of advanced reports, and then create your own customised reports.



Keeps the data within SPM Assets – because we can provide the reporting functions,
further analysis can be done in the system rather than being lost in Excel spreadsheets,



Non-technical, read-only users are able to analyse complex data in a format that they
can easily access and extract.



Validate data in line with your specific database configurations – highlighting the
outliers and providing the ability to drill down further and investigate.



Makes complex reporting intuitive and simple.

Share with others through a network of users – a pool of custom reports is continually
being added to Advanced Reporting by other client users.

If you select this module you might also want to consider:




Advanced Security – enabling you to tailor what each individual user can access or read.
Analytical modules – whether Project Planning, PQS or Advanced Lifecycle, this
Advanced Reporting can be used to enhance how the data and resulting information is
presented and accessed.
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